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Bicycle & Pedestrian Advisory Committee 
Action Items 

 

March 31, 2022 
 
Motion: To approve the letter [to DOT and City of Fairbanks regarding sight distance Issues for 
pedestrian/bicyclist visibility with fencing and snow berms at intersection corners]. 
(Stern/Richardson).  
 

Amendment: To change the fourth sentence in the first paragraph to read “Another safety 
concern is fences that separate roadways from non-motorized pathways. When a driver is 
turning at an intersection, these fences obscure the driver’s view of bicyclists and 
pedestrians as they approach intersection.”; change the first sentence in second paragraph 
to read “We also would like to point out that snow berms at intersections often cause the 
same safety concerns as fences by obscuring a driver’s view of approaching bicyclists and 
pedestrians.”; and change the word “listening” to “considering” in the last sentence. 
(Zervos/Naibert). None opposed. Approved. 
 

Amended Motion: To approve the letter [to DOT and City of Fairbanks regarding sight 
distance Issues for pedestrian/bicyclist visibility with fencing and snow berms at 
intersection corners] with the following revisions: change the fourth sentence in the first 
paragraph to read “Another safety concern is fences that separate roadways from non-
motorized pathways. When a driver is turning at an intersection, these fences obscure the 
driver’s view of bicyclists and pedestrians as they approach intersection.”; change the first 
sentence in second paragraph to read “We also would like to point out that snow berms at 
intersections often cause the same safety concerns as fences by obscuring a driver’s view of 
approaching bicyclists and pedestrians.”; and change the word “listening” to “considering” 
in the last sentence. None opposed. Approved. 
 

Motion:  To submit this letter [thanking Carl Heim for his service on BPAC] to Mr. Heim. 
(Zervos/Bissell). None opposed. Approved. 
 
Motion:  To approve the letter [to DOT encouraging appointment of vacant BPAC seat]. 
(Richardson/Bissell). None opposed. Approved. 
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Nathan Belz, Chair      Date 
Bicycle & Pedestrian Advisory Committee 


